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FEATURED IN THIS ISSUE:
In Portable Stimulus, dynamic constraints give you
another dimension of abstraction in describing the
algebraic relationships between elements of your
verification intent model. In this issue you’ll find a
great introduction to this powerful part of the new
Portable Stimulus Standard from Accellera.
An overview of the PCIe read request protocol
shows how our PCIe QVIP component is flexible
enough to handle all variations of the protocol to
suit the needs of your particular environment.
Learn how a robustly-designed verification
component can fill the gap when even the protocol
spec itself has some issues. You’ll see how the
SATA QVIP component addresses each of the gaps
to allow you to design an efficient implementation
of the protocol.
See how the Unified Power Format (UPF)
defines the power intent for a design and how a
power-aware static verification tool can analyze
microarchitectural checks of low-Power designs to
ensure that the intent is properly implemented.
There a some situations where pure SVA properties
just aren’t able to model the behaviors you need to
check, so we’ll show you how SystemVerilog tasks
can be used to implement assertions when the
need arises.
See how we set up a verification environment
in unit- core- and SoC-level testbenches, where
we walk you through the architecture and
configuration of each level.

In preparing this issue of Verification Horizons, I was planning to write
my Editor’s Note, once again, about the Patriots winning the Super
Bowl. I had it all worked out how I was going to write about the need
for preparation, planning, and execution and how a long-established
methodology can bring disparate pieces of a project together to meet
requirements and achieve your team goals. It was going to be great.
And then the Patriots lost.
To be fair, as a former colleague of mine wrote to me after the game,
it was the most impressive losing effort in Super Bowl history, but it
was still a loss. With the Patriots driving for what would have been
the winning touchdown in the closing minutes, the Eagles—for the first
and only time in the game—got to Tom Brady and forced a fumble
that effectively ended the game. From the perspective of a Patriots fan,
it was the football equivalent of a bug escaping into production
hardware: a disaster.
Of course, the difference between football and verification is that in
verification there’s not another team trying to beat you (with the possible
exception of hackers trying to break your security and data encryption,
but that’s another story). In verification, preparation, planning, and
execution together with the right methodology, will get you to tapeout
with a functionally correct design that meets all your requirements.
But just like the Patriots will have to reexamine things a bit and improve
for next season, this DVCon edition of Verification Horizons should
give you some valuable insights into how you might improve your own
verification efforts.

“...preparation, planning, and execution together
with the right methodology, will get you to
tapeout with a functionally correct design that
meets all your requirements.” —Tom Fitzpatrick
Just like a football team needs to make adjustments dynamically, our first
article, from Portable Stimulus Guru Matthew Ballance, shows you how
you can “Make your Constraints More Dynamic with Portable Stimulus.”
In Portable Stimulus, dynamic constraints give you another dimension
of abstraction in describing the algebraic relationships between
elements of your verification intent model. The article gives you a great
introduction to this powerful part of the new Portable Stimulus Standard
(PSS) from Accellera.

Our next two articles, from the technical experts on
our QVIP team, discuss some of the many benefits
of Questa® Verification IP (QVIP) components. First,
“Configuring Memory Read Completions Sent by
PCIe® QVIP” provides a nice overview of the PCIe
read request protocol and shows how our PCIe QVIP
component is flexible enough to handle all variations
of the protocol to suit the needs of your particular
environment. In “SATA Specification 3.3 Gaps Filled
by SATA QVIP,” we learn how a robustly-designed
verification component can fill the gap when even
the protocol spec itself has some issues. After an
overview of the SATA protocol and an explanation of
these gaps, you’ll see how the SATA QVIP component
addresses each of the gaps to allow you to design an
efficient implementation of the protocol.
Our next article starts a multi-part series on PowerAware Static Verification. In “Part 1: From Power
Intent to Microarchitectural Checks of Low-Power
Designs,” we see how the Unified Power Format
(UPF) defines the power intent for a design and how
a power-aware static verification tool can analyze
these structures to ensure that the intent is properly
implemented. The article takes you through several
of the checks that the tool performs and explains the
value that each provides for you.
In our Partners’ Corner, my old friend and assertions
expert Ben Cohen shares his thoughts on an “SVA
Alternative for Complex Assertions.” In his vast
experience, Ben has encountered some situations
where pure SVA properties just weren’t able to
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model the behaviors he needed to check, and this
article explains how SystemVerilog tasks can be used
to implement assertions when the need arises. I
always enjoy Ben’s unique perspective, and I’m sure
you’ll find this article interesting and informative.
Last but not least, we have “A Hierarchical and
Configurable Strategy to Verify RISC-V based SoCs”
by our friend Mike Bartley of Test & Verification
Solutions. Mike sets up his verification environment in
unit- core- and SoC-level testbenches and walks you
through the architecture and configuration of each
level. I’m sure you’ll find plenty of ideas that you’ll be
able to apply to your own environment, even if you’re
not verifying a RISC-V design.
Just like pitchers and catchers reporting to baseball
Spring Training, DVCon US is one of those annual
events that hint that Spring is just around the corner.
As much as I was planning to wear my Patriots shirt
to DVCon, I’ll just have to break out the Red Sox
shirt a bit earlier than usual. If you’re at DVCon in
San Jose February 26th – March 2nd, please stop by
the Mentor booth or find me after one of the great
technical sessions and say hi. If you’re wearing an
Eagles shirt, I may just walk away, though.
Respectfully submitted,
Tom Fitzpatrick
Editor, Verification Horizons
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Make Your Constraints More Dynamic
with Portable Stimulus
by Matthew Ballance — Mentor, A Siemens Business

INTRODUCTION

If you work in functional verification, you’ve likely
become quite familiar with random constraints
from functional verification languages such as
SystemVerilog. Using a constraint solver to automate
stimulus generation is key to quickly generating lots
of stimulus that hits cases that weren’t envisioned
by the test writer. When using constrained-random
generation, constraints are the mechanism by which
we customize what is legal and interesting in the
stimulus space.
Accellera’s Portable Stimulus Standard (PSS)
introduces some new constraint capabilities, in
addition to supporting the capabilities that we’ve
become familiar with in SystemVerilog. This article
provides a guided tour of one of these new constraint
features, along with examples that highlight their
benefits.

CONSTRAINT FUNDAMENTALS

If you’ve used SystemVerilog, you’re likely very familiar
with the constraint construct; random constraints
declared within a class along with random fields.
When an instance of the class is randomized, the
constraints limit the available range of values.

Let’s say we are generating IPV4 traffic, and have a
data structure that represents an IPV4 header. Figure
1 shows a SystemVerilog class and the corresponding
PSS struct that we might use to represent this
collection of random data.
Note that we also have a very basic constraint on the
length field, since the total length of all packets must
be at least 20 bytes. Also note just how similar the
SystemVerilog and the PSS description of this IPV4
header is. So, if you can write SystemVerilog data
structures and constraints, you can just as easily write
PSS descriptions of data structures and constraints.

CUSTOMIZING RANDOMIZATION

In both SystemVerilog and PSS, we can customize
pure-data randomization in a couple of ways. The
simplest way, of course, is to add more constraints.
We can add more constraints by declaring a new data
structure that inherits from the base data structure
and adds more constraints, as shown in Figure 2.
Here again, both the constructs and syntax are
remarkably similar between SystemVerilog and
Accellera PSS.

Figure 1: IPV4 Header in SystemVerilog and PSS
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Constraints can also be added ‘inline’ when an instance of a data
structure is randomized. When
using a methodology such as UVM
in SystemVerilog, randomization is
likely to occur in a UVM sequence
with the data structure instance
subsequently being sent to the rest
of the testbench. In a PSS model,
actions roughly play the same role as
a sequence, both selecting values for
data structure fields and specifying
what behavior in the environment
should be performed.
In both cases, additional constraints
can be added in-line with the call to

time an instance
of the class is
randomized.
Accellera PSS
supports static
constraints
inside struct and
action types, but
also introduces
Figure 2: Small IPV4 Header Data Structure
a new type
of constraint:
a dynamic
constraint.
A dynamic
constraint is
almost exactly
the mirror
image of a static
constraint. While
a static constraint
always applies,
Figure 3: Adding In-Line Constraints
a dynamic
constraint only
randomize values of the data structure fields.
applies once the user activates it. Initially, this might
Figure 3 shows a UVM sequence and a PSS action
seem like a fairly useless construct. It’s anything but!
that create a series of small IPV4 headers by adding
an in-line constraint.
In PSS, I might declare my IPV4 header struct
anticipating that I would want to create some
While in-line constraints are very handy, the fact
specific specializations of the struct. Figure 4
that we’ve hard-coded values and relationships
shows two dynamic constraints I might apply to
directly within the constraint blocks makes our
enable creation of small headers and large headers.
SystemVerilog and PSS descriptions more brittle.
What if my definition of a small header changes
one day? I’ll need to find any place in my testbench
where I’ve added a constraint like this and update it.
What if I want to constrain another field temporarily
any time a small packet is being created? Here
again, I would need to make updates across my
entire test description.

WHAT ARE DYNAMIC
CONSTRAINTS?

PSS adds a new construct called a dynamic
constraint that is remarkably helpful in addressing
the limitations of hard-coded inline constraints.
The data structure-level constraints that we’ve
looked at thus far in both SystemVerilog and PSS
are considered static. Specifically, once a constraint
is declared in a class or struct it is applied every

Figure 4: PSS IPV4 Header Struct
with Dynamic Constraints
VerificationHorizonsBlog.com
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Note that these two constraints conflict. However,
because dynamic constraints don’t apply until the
user activates them, that doesn’t create any problems.
We can use a dynamic constraint like any other
constraint expression, including inside an inline
constraint. Figure 5 shows an updated version of my
create_small_ipv4_headers action that uses the new
dynamic constraint.

What if we wanted to generate a series of headers
that were either large or small? Using the knowledge
that dynamic constraints are boolean constraints, we
can state our intent quite simply, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Composing Inline Constraints
with Dynamic Constraints

Figure 5: Inline Randomization
with a Dynamic Constraint

The use of dynamic constraints isn’t limited to inline
constraint blocks. We also can use them inside the
data structures along static constraints to encapsulate
common constraints and make our constraints more
modular and easier to understand.

Simply by replacing a literal constraint (length <=
128) with a symbolic one (small_header_c) the code
already conveys more of the author’s intent. This
description is also less brittle. If we decide that a small
header needs to be defined differently, we can simply
update the original dynamic constraint definition, and
all uses of that constraint will automatically use the
new definition.
As you can start to see, dynamic constraints allow a
constraint API to be developed such that test writers
can symbolically constrain objects instead of directly
referring to fields and constant values.

COMPOSING
DYNAMIC CONSTRAINTS

Dynamic constraints provide value beyond just
making code easier to understand and easier to
update. Dynamic constraints are boolean constraints,
which means we can use them in a conditional
constraint. The value of a dynamic constraint is ‘true’ if
it is applied and ‘false’ if not. This property of dynamic
constraints allows us to compose more-interesting
relationships.
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Figure 7: Using Dynamic Constraints
Inside Static Constraints

Figure 7 shows an example of using dynamic
constraints inside static constraints. For the
purposes of this example, we have decided that,
for our application, packets with immediate priority
(DSCP level of CS1) must be less-equal to 256 bytes
in size. Using dynamic constraints to associate a
meaningful name with the constraint expression
makes our code easier to read and maintain, just as
it did in the case of inline constraints.

USING VIRTUAL
DYNAMIC CONSTRAINTS

Dynamic constraints, just like static constraints, are
virtual. This means that we can change the meaning
of a dynamic constraint (and, thus, the generated
stimulus) using inheritance and factory-style type
overrides.
What if we wanted to run a set of tests in which
the definition of a small header is different from
the default definition? Clearly it’s undesirable to
actually modify the test scenarios themselves.
Using dynamic constraints, and the fact that they
are virtual, allows us to define a new struct where
the definition of a small header is different, as
shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Overriding a Dynamic Constraint

We create a new header struct that inherits from
the existing ipv4_header struct and create a new
definition of the small_header_c constraint. Just as
with a static constraint, this version of the constraint
will be used for all instances of the ipv4_
header_larger_small_headers struct. But,
how do we cause this struct to be used
instead of the ipv4_header struct that is
used in our test scenario (Figure 9).
Accellera PSS provides us with a very
useful notion of ‘override’, which is
effectively a UVM Factory built into

Figure 9: Small Headers Scenario

the language. Just like the UVM Factory, the PSS
override construct provides a way to replace
instances of a given type with another derived type.
The PSS type extension construct provides an easy
way to inject these overrides without modifying the
original scenario.
Figure 10 shows how type extension and the
override construct are combined to cause the
ipv4_header_larger_small_headers to be used by
our create_small_ipv4_headers scenarios. This will
cause our scenario to use the new definition
of a small header without us needing to
modify any code.

USING DYNAMIC
CONSTRAINTS
WITH ACTIVITIES

Thus far, we’ve focused on applications
for dynamic constraints that are fairly
data-centric and restricted to a single data
structure. These capabilities of dynamic constraints
only increase when applied in the context of a PSS
activity. If you’ve attended or watched one of the

Figure 10 : Injecting an Override Statement
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Accellera PSS tutorials, you’ve learned a bit about
Activities. An activity is a declaratively-defined
behavior that can be statically analyzed. An activity
is closer to a set of random variables and constraints
than it is to imperative code in SystemVerilog.
Dynamic constraints effectively enable functional
programming within an activity.
In SystemVerilog, we can only pass values between
calls to randomize. For example, without a UVM
sequence we could select a header size to be small,
medium, or large, then constrain the packet size to
this pre-selected size. However, the only way to pass
forward the notion that a future header should be
‘small’ independent of a specific value is to add more
variables to encode that intent. Dynamic constraints
provide exactly this capability in Accellera PSS.

Figure 11 shows the use of dynamic constraints in an
activity. In this case, the select statement chooses
between sending four small-header packets and
sending four large-header packets. Then, two
normally-constrained headers are sent. We use
dynamic constraints to easily control these two final
headers based on the select branch taken. If we
select the branch that sends the four small headers,
we cause h1 to be sent with priority CS1 and cause h2
to be sent with priority CS2.

CONCLUSION

As you’ve hopefully seen from the preceding
article, dynamic constraints provide significant new
capabilities above and beyond those provided by the
constraints that we’ve become familiar with. Dynamic
constraints are present in all versions of the Accellera
Portable Stimulus Standard, and are supported by
Mentor’s Questa® inFact portable stimulus tool.
Dynamic constraints are yet another example of how
Accellera’s Portable Stimulus Standard is enabling
greater abstraction and productivity in capturing test
intent, in addition to enabling that test intent to easily
be made portable across a variety of target platforms.
If you’re interested in contributing to the evolution
of features for productively capturing test intent, I’d
encourage you to get involved with the Accellera
Portable Stimulus Working Group!

Figure 11: Using Dynamic Constraints
in an Activity
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Configuring Memory Read Completions
Sent by PCIe® QVIP
by Arushi Jain and Rajat Rastogi— Mentor, A Siemens Business

PCI Express® (PCIe) is a point-to-point serial
transceiver interconnect that provides higher transfer
rates, increased bandwidth, and, hence, higher
performance than its precursors: PCI and PCI-X. Its
basic topology consists of an active root complex
(downstream port) and an active endpoint (upstream
port) device, wherein root complex signifies the root
of an I/O hierarchy that connects the processor/
memory subsystem to an I/O.

size to a specific value when there is a need to
characterize performance, or to model where the
completion size is random when they are modeling
processors that do not stick to a single size. The
completions are returned in such a way that they
must conform to the norms of maximum payload
size settings of the completer/transmitter, read
completion boundary value, and lower address
rules as specified by the protocol.

To a large extent, PCIe uses memory and completion
request layer packets (TLP) to communicate
information between memory mapped devices
(transmitter and receiver). Memory requests transfer
data to and from a memory mapped location and
are typically categorized into memory write and
memory read requests. Memory read requests
must be completed by the receiver, also known as
the completer. The size of memory read requests
are limited by the transmitter configuration setting,
known as maximum read request size (MRS).

This article covers the various ways with which
a completion can be returned and how these ways
can be implemented in software.

In real hardware systems, the read completion sizes
for upstream read requests (initiated towards the root
complex) are characteristics of the processor in use
and the maximum payload size (request payload size)
limitations of endpoint as a receiver. Out of various
aspects to be considered while creating a read
completion, important aspects of data associated
with it are byte enables (valid data to be read), value
of the read request, and address at which the request
is initiated.
For designs which tend to have DMA engines inside
a system having PCIe, there is a need to characterize
performance across various processor platforms.
Verification IP should be modeled in such a way that
it achieves different scenarios of sending completions
for memory read requests; wherein, with each mode
that the IP provides, the completion size varies. This
provides flexibility to designers to set the completion

RULES FOR PCIE COMPLETIONS

Memory read requests are used to access PCIe
memory, which can be completed by the receiver
using one or sometimes multiple completions with
certain data payloads. There are various factors
which account for how these completions are sent
by the device, as explained below.

Max_Payload_Size (MPS)
Transmitter: The transmitter of a TLP with a data
payload must not allow the data payload length
as given by the TLP’s length field to exceed the
length specified by the value in the MPS field
of the transmitter’s device control register.
Receiver: The size of the data payload of a received
TLP as given by the TLP’s length field must not exceed
the length specified by the value in the MPS field
of the receiver’s device.
Thus, the number of bytes returned in the completion
for a memory read request must never exceed MPS
settings of the completer and the device which
initiated the memory read request (receiver
of completion).

VerificationHorizonsBlog.com
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Read Completion Boundary (RCB)
Read completion boundary (RCB) determines the
naturally aligned address boundaries on which a
completer is permitted to break up the response
for a single read request serviced with multiple
completions. If a read request is initiated with a
length greater than the MPS value, then such a
request will be serviced with multiple completions.
Byte Enables
The completion data area begins at the DWORD
address specified by the request. In the first or only
data DWORD of the first or only completion, only
the bytes configured as active in the first BE field in
the request contain valid data. Bytes configured as
inactive in the first BE field in the request will return
undefined content.
In the last data DW of the last successful
completion, only the bytes configured as active in
the last BE field in the request contain valid data.
Bytes configured as inactive in the last BE field in
the request will return undefined content.

Lower Address
For all memory read completions, the lower address
field must indicate the lower bits of the byte address
for the first enabled byte of data returned with the
completion. For the first (or only) completion, the
completer can generate this field from the least
significant five bits of the address of the request
concatenated with two bits of byte-level address
formed depending upon the value of byte enables.
For any subsequent completions, the lower address
field will always be zero except for completions
generated by a root complex with an RCB value
of 64 bytes.

QVIP FEATURES FOR
RETURNING COMPLETIONS

Let us assume a requester generates a request
that will be completed using multiple completions.
There are two different switches on QVIP that
control how these multiple completions will be
serviced. Another configuration returns only single
completion if the size of the read request is less
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than the MPS value. Each method makes sure
that no protocol rules are violated. In all the cases
mentioned below, MPS refers to the MPS of the
system.

METHOD 1: SPLITTING
COMPLETIONS RANDOMLY
ON RCB BOUNDARY

The configuration splits completion randomly on
RCB boundary. Once the lower address and RCB
rules are complied, the length of the completions
are calculated randomly. There is a configuration
knob in QVIP to enable this method.

Case I: MPS = 512 bytes, Length of Request =
120h, RCB = 128 bytes, Address = 80h
Since the request is initiated at an address which
aligns with the RCB boundary and the size of the
request is greater than the MPS value, the request
will be broken randomly.
Since this method of configuration randomly
sets the completion length, the request may be
completed with nine requests of length 20h, or
a single request of 80h, followed by completion
of length 40h and then 60h or numerous other
possibilities.

Case II: MPS = 512 bytes, Length of Request =
120h, RCB = 128 bytes, Address = 70h
The address at which the request is initiated
does not align with the RCB boundary. The first
completion will thus have a length that aligns with
the RCB boundary that is 04h. The length of each
subsequent completion will be randomly calculated.

Case III: MPS = 512 bytes, Length of Request =
20h, RCB = 128 bytes, Address = 80h
Since the address at which the request is initiated
already aligns with the RCB boundary, only one
single completion will be sent.

Case IV: MPS = 512 bytes, Length of Request =
20h, RCB = 128 bytes, Address = 70h

The first request will be broken at the RCB boundary
and will have a length of 04h to align it with the RCB,
and the remaining length (1Ch) will be present in the
second completion.

METHOD 2: SPLITTING
COMPLETIONS ON MULTIPLES
OF RCB BOUNDARY

This variable always splits the completion as a
multiple of RCB. It breaks the first completion at the
first RCB value. The length of the first completion
will thus depend upon the address at which the
request is initiated and the RCB value. All subsequent
completions are then split at a multiple of the RCB
value (= configuration_variable * RCB value). If this
multiple is greater than the MPS of the device, then
all subsequent completions will be split at the value
equal to the MPS. If the total length of the request is
less than the RCB multiple (i.e., configuration_variable
* RCB value) then the request will be completed with
a single completion irrespective of the address at
which it is initiated.

Case I: MPS = 512 bytes, Length of Request =
120h, RCB = 128 bytes, Addr= 80h
Subcase I: When the value of configuration
is set to 1, rcb_multiple = 128 bytes
Since the request is initiated at an address which
aligns with the RCB boundary and the size of the
request is greater than the MPS value, the request
will be broken into multiples of 128 bytes.
This request will be completed via nine
completions, each of length 20h.

Subcase II: When the value of configuration
is set to 2, rcb_multiple = 256 bytes
The request will be broken into multiples of
256 bytes. This request will be completed via
four completions, each of length 40h and one
completion of length 20h.

Case II: MPS = 512 bytes, Length of Request =
120h, RCB = 128 bytes, Addr = 70h
Subcase I: When the value of configuration
is set to 1, rcb_multiple = 128 bytes
The address at which the request is initiated
does not align with the RCB boundary. The first
completion will thus have length that aligns with
RCB boundary that is 04h. It will then be followed
by eight completions each of length 20h and last
completion having length 1Ch.

Subcase II: When the value of configuration
is set to 2, rcb_multiple = 256 bytes
The first completion will be same as sub-case
I. Difference lies in the length of subsequent
completion which would be four completions of
length 40h and last completion of length 1Ch.

Case III: MPS = 512 bytes, Length of Request =
20h, RCB = 128 bytes, Addr = 80h
Subcase I and Subcase II: When the value of
configuration is set to 1, rcb_multiple = 128 bytes
The case is completed using a single completion
with length 20h for both the subcases.

Case IV: MPS = 512 bytes, Length of Request =
20h, RCB = 128 bytes, Addr = 70h
Subcase I: When the value of configuration
is set to 1, rcb_multiple = 128 bytes
The address at which the request is initiated
does not align with the RCB boundary. The first
completion will thus have length that aligns with
RCB boundary that is 04h. It will be followed by
a single completion of length 1Ch.

Subcase II: When the value of configuration
is set to 2, rcb_multiple = 256 bytes
In this case, the length of the request is less than
the rcb_multiple value. The request is completed
via a single completion of length 20h.

VerificationHorizonsBlog.com
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METHOD 3: RETURNING
SINGLE COMPLETIONS

This method will not split the completion as long as
the length of the initiated request is less than the
MPS value. If the length of the memory read request
is less than the MPS value, then the request will be
completed with only a single completion, irrespective
of the address at which it is initiated.

Case IV: MPS = 512 bytes, Length of Request =
20h, RCB = 128 byte, Address = 70h
The request will be completed with a single
completion of length 20h.

RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

Case I: MPS = 512 bytes, Length of Request =
120h, RCB = 128 bytes, Address = 80h
Since the request is initiated at an address which
aligns with the RCB boundary and the size of the
request is greater than the MPS value, the request will
be broken into multiple requests even if this knob is
selected.
The first and second completions will each have
a length of 80h and the last completion will have
a length of 20h.

Case II: MPS = 512 bytes, Length of Request =
120h, RCB = 128 bytes, Address = 70h
The address at which the request is initiated does not
align with the RCB boundary. The first completion
will thus have a length that aligns with the RCB
boundary, but unlike the other two methods it will
not break the completion at the first RCB boundary.
The first completion will include maximum possible
length (calculated from the MPS size) such that the
last address of the completion aligns with the RCB
boundary.

Figure 1.1

For instance, in this case, the first completion
will have a length of 64h. There will be two more
completions, one of length 80h and the last one of
length 3Ch.

Legend
_____ Solid line: Starting address for completion
------- Dotted Line: RCB aligned address

Case III: MPS = 512 bytes, Length of Request =
20h, RCB = 128 bytes, Address = 80h

Figure 1: Case where MPS is 512 bytes, RCB is 128
bytes, and a request of 1152 bytes (length = 120h)
is initiated at an address of 70h. (1.1 above) Split
completions returned randomly (1.2, next page)
Split completions returned at multiples of the RCB
boundary (1.3, next page) Single completions being
returned.

The request will be completed with a single
completion of length 20h.
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With each method of completion the protocol
rules remain intact; what changes is the length field
of the returned completion. Each method caters to
the needs of widely varied customer environments.
For instance, in testbenches that have large MPS and
there is no limitation on the length of completion,
Method 3 would be suitable. If a customer
environment has a lower MPS value, then they may
opt for Method 1 or Method 2. If with a lower MPS
value uniform completions are expected to be
received for optimal performance, then one can set
the configuration knob to Method 2. Among Method
2 also, if uniform completions with larger length can
be received, then the configuration variable should
be set to a higher value. If split completions with
random size can be digested, then one may go
for Method 1.

Figure 1.2

Thus, QVIP provides various configuration
knobs, wherein users can control the way they
send completions. Each method will impact the
performance differently and is suited for different
testbench scenarios.
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Figure 1.3
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SATA Specification 3.3 Gaps
Filled by SATA QVIP

by Naman Saxena, Nitish Goel, and Rajat Rastogi— Mentor, A Siemens Business

INTRODUCTION

Developed to supersede Parallel ATA (PATA),
the Serial ATA (SATA) protocol provides higher
signaling rates, reduced cable sizes, and optimized
data transfers for the connections between host bus
adaptors and mass storage devices. SATA is a highspeed serial protocol with a point to point connection
between the host and each of its connected devices.
It is a layered protocol comprising of a command
and application layer, transport layer, link layer,
and physical layer.
Starting with SATA GEN1’s data transfer speeds
of 1.5 Gbps, the speed has gone up to 6 Gbps in
SATA GEN3. The physical layer is responsible for
transmitting and receiving serial data streams. It
employs gigabit technology, 8b/10b encoding,
and Out-Of-Band (OOB) signaling that forms the
essence of high-speed serial communication.
OOB signaling is responsible for initializing the
SATA interface as well as recovery from low power
states. Initialization is the process of synchronous
handshaking using OOB signals between two
connected physical units. An important aspect
of initialization is the speed negotiation process,
which helps in establishing a common data transfer
speed between host and device for effective
communication.

Figure 1: The OOB signaling process

Figure 2: OOB signals and timing parameters

BACKGROUND

In Figure 2 above, 103.5 ns ≤ T1 ≤ 109.9 ns,
and 310 ns ≤ T2 ≤ 324.0 ns.

This initial handshaking process is called Out-OfBand signaling because the receivers of the host
and device are not aligned to a common speed of
operation. There are three OOB signals – COMRESET,
COMINIT, and COMWAKE (Figure 2).

These signals consist of a fixed pattern of burst and
idle periods, with each burst composed of either
four Gen1 ALIGNp primitives or four Gen1 Dwords
(each Dword composed of four D24.3 characters).
The COMWAKE signal is bidirectional; whereas,
the COMRESET signal is always transmitted by the
host and the COMINIT signal is always transmitted
by the device. Since the burst periods are the same
for all OOB signals, as shown in Figure 2, temporal
spacing between burst periods is used to distinguish

OOB Signaling
OOB signaling establishes a connection between
a host and device through the exchange of signals
in a pre-defined synchronous sequence, as shown
in Figure 1.
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and subsequently detect them. COMRESET and
COMINIT signals have the same idle periods;
hence, they are distinguished on the basis of
their transmitter.
The host initiates the OOB signaling process by
transmitting a COMRESET signal to the device,
which in turn responds by transmitting a COMINIT
signal. This causes the host to calibrate itself and
then transmit a COMWAKE signal. After receipt
of the COMWAKE signal, the device calibrates
itself and responds by transmitting a COMWAKE
signal to the host. This process sums up the OOB
initialization.

Speed Negotiation
Speed negotiation follows the OOB signaling
process to establish a common data transfer speed
between the same or different generation of
devices, as shown in Figure 3.
After transmitting a COMWAKE signal, the device
starts sending a continuous stream of ALIGNp
primitives at its highest supported speed, and
the host starts transmitting D10.2 characters at
its lowest supported speed. If the host supports
the speed at which the device is transmitting the
ALIGNp primitives, then the host receiver locks to
the ALIGNp primitives and returns ALIGN s to the
device at the same speed. If the host receives

ALIGNp at a lower speed, then it follows Reset
speed negotiation to match the speed of the device.
If the host receives ALIGNp at a higher speed, then it
waits for 873.8 µs to detect any lower speed ALIGNp
primitives from the device before going into
a Reset state.

Low Power States
Power saving in the SATA protocol involves
transitioning to low power states; namely, partial,
slumber, and device-sleep (DevSlp). In partial state,
the PHY logic is in a reduced power state and
both Tx/Rx links are in a neutral logic state. In the
slumber state, the PHY logic is again in a reduced
power state, but the link is allowed to float; hence,
there is more power savings as compared to partial
state. In the DevSlp state, the PHY logic is powered
down and the link is also allowed to float, making it
even more power efficient as opposed to partial or
slumber.
Transitions and exits to partial or slumber low power
states can be initiated by both the host and device
controllers. On the other hand, transitions and exits
from the DevSlp state is controlled by a physical
DevSlp pin by the host. The device goes into Devslp
when the host asserts the DevSlp pin. De-asserting
the pin causes both the host and device to exit
from the DevSlp condition and perform the
complete OOB signaling and speed negotiation
process again.

OBJECTIVE

In this article we highlight
certain functional gaps in
the SATA Specification 3.3:

Figure 3: Speed negotiation

• OOB sequence at
Non-Gen1 speeds during
power management cycles
• Device response to an
asynchronous COMRESET
when device-sleep
is asserted
• Link in an idle state
with no data exchange
or signal assertion
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We then describe solutions provided
by SATA Questa® VIP to fill these gaps.

OOB Sequence at Non-Gen1 Speeds
During Power Management Cycles
Each OOB signal has a fixed pattern of burst and
idle periods, as described above. When the host and
device are being initialized, an OOB sequence takes
place with burst periods composed of four GEN1
ALIGN (or D24.3 Dword) primitives. This initial OOB
signaling is also followed by the speed negotiation
process in which a common data transfer speed
is established. OOB signaling is also required to
wake up from a low power management state. If
the host and device transition to partial or slumber
states, then both the host and device should wake
up at the speed negotiated during the power-on
sequence. Wakeup from a low power state is initiated
by transmission of the COMWAKE OOB sequence.
This sequence can be initiated from any one of the
ends. After transmission of COMWAKE, the speed

negotiation process is bypassed and both host and
device enter a PHY ready state at the pre-determined
speed.
Now, if the link-speed prior to a low power transition
is Non-Gen1 (Gen2/Gen3), then the COMWAKE
sequence is initiated on that Non-Gen1 speed since
re-initialization happens at a pre-determined speed
by bypassing the speed negotiation logic. As the
burst periods of OOB signals are composed of four
ALIGNp primitives according to the specification,
transmitting them at GEN2 or GEN3 speeds will
change the burst length of OOB signals, as shown
in Figure 4 and Figure 5. Due to this, the receiver will
not be able to detect the OOB signals transmitted
at Non-GEN1 speeds.
In Figure 4 and 5, the COMWAKE burst length is
reduced to 53600 ps due to transmission at GEN2
speed and 26720 ps due to transmission at GEN3
speed. The onus is on the receiver PHY logic to keep

Figure 4: COMWAKE at GEN2 with Four ALIGNs

Figure 5: COMWAKE at GEN3 with Four ALIGNs
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Figure 6: COMWAKE at GEN2 with Eight ALIGNS

a check on a previously negotiated speed in
order to recognize the incoming OOB sequence.
For instance, the receiver has to take into account
an extra factor of 2 for GEN2 (53600 * 2 = 107200 ps)
and 4 for GEN3 (26720 ps * 4 = 106880 ps) to match
the valid timing range of the COMWAKE burst
(103.5 ns ≤ T ≤ 109.9 ns).

Device Response to an Asynchronous
COMRESET When Device-Sleep Is Asserted
The specification describes how transitions and exits
from a DevSlp state can be achieved by asserting and
deasserting the DevSlp pin, respectively. A peculiar
case to consider is the receipt of an asynchronous
COMRESET when the device is in a DevSlp state; i.e.,
the DevSlp pin has been asserted. The specification
doesn’t articulate the impact of an asynchronous
COMRESET on the device in a DevSlp state.
The generic device response to an asynchronous
COMRESET is to immediately transition to a reset
state. This causes the device to exit from the DevSlp
state and start the OOB signaling process even
when the DevSlp pin is asserted; thus, violating
the specification itself.
Link in an idle state with no data exchange
or signal assertion
When the device and host link is in an idle state
due to no data transmission or signal assertion,
then according to the generic explanation in the
specification, they should continue to remain in these
states indefinitely until any transaction is initiated by
the application layer. This can lead to unnecessary
dissipation of power at both ends.

PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
AND RESULTS
Non-Gen1 OOB Solution Based on Number
of ALIGNs Transmitted
The proposed solution manipulates the number of
ALIGNp primitives transmitted for each burst period
of OOB signals, based on the data transfer speed.
The number of ALIGNp primitives is changed to
maintain the same temporal width for each burst at
all possible data transfer speeds. As with GEN2
speed, since the speed is doubled from 1.5 Gbps
to 3 Gbps, instead of four ALIGNp primitives, the
burst periods of each OOB signal will be composed
of eight ALIGNp primitives. Similarly for the GEN3
speed, since the speed has quadrupled from 1.5
Gbps to 6 Gbps, the burst of each OOB signal will be
composed of 16 ALIGNp primitives to match the
OOB specification timings.
By comparing Figures 4 and 6 (above) for GEN2
and Figures 5 and 7 (following page) for GEN3, it is
evident that OOB timings as per the specification are
met by increasing the number of transmitted ALIGN s,
and the auxiliary logic in the receiver PHY is removed
since it can now detect the OOB by recognizing the
correct idle and burst times on its Rx pin. The burst
length in GEN2 is 107.2 ns (Figure 6), and in GEN3
it is 106.88 ns (Figure 7), both of which are well within
the defined range (103.5 ns ≤ T ≤ 109.9 ns).
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Figure 7: COMWAKE at GEN3 with 16 ALIGNs

Figure 8: No Device Response to an Asynchronous COMRESET in the DeVSlp State

No response from a device when an
asynchronous COMRESET is transmitted
with DevSlp asserted
The device should be impervious to an asynchronous
COMRESET when it is in the DevSlp state, as shown in
Figure 8. It should respond to such a signal only when
the DevSlp signal has been deasserted.
In Figure 8, when DevSlp[0] is asserted, the host
transmits six bursts of COMRESET on its tx[0] pin.
The device receives the COMRESET on its rx[0] pin
but remains in a DevSlp condition.

Transition to a Low Power State
When a Link Is Idle
When both the host and device are ready, and the link
is in an idle state for a prolonged time, then either of
the ends should issue a power management request
(partial or slumber) to save power until the application
layer requests a start of data exchange. As the exit
latency from both partial and slumber states is
low, overhead latency to perform an operation will
be minimal. Whenever there is an operation to be
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performed, the initiator of that operation can send
an exit request to the other end and then perform it.
DevSlp can result in even more power savings than
partial or slumber power states, but since the exit
timeout latency of DevSlp is too high, this power state
is not preferred. Further, transition to DevSlp can be
initiated only by a host; whereas our proposed power
saving method requires that it can be initiated from
both the host and the device.

CONCLUSION

This article reveals inferences from the SATA
Specification 3.3 that we consider to be functional
gaps, restricting the optimized operation of a SATA
device. The physical layer constitutes one of the most
important layers in a SATA stack, making even minute
ambiguities critical to protocol functionalities and
performance. This article highlights some of these
ambiguities and describes proposed solutions using
SATA QVIP. These SATA QVIP solutions are imperative
for efficient protocol implementation.
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Part I: Power Aware Static Verification —
From Power Intent to Microarchitectural
Checks of Low-Power Designs
by Progyna Khondkar — Mentor, A Siemens Business

INTRODUCTION

PA-Static verification, more popularly known as PAStatic checks, are performed on designs that adopt
certain power dissipation reduction techniques
through the power intent or UPF. The term static
originates from verification tools and methodologies
that applies a set of pre-defined power aware
(PA) or multi-voltage (MV) rules based on the
power requirements, statically on the structure
of the design. More precisely, the rule sets are
applied on the physical structure, architecture, and
microarchitecture of the design, in conjunction with
the UPF specification but without the requirements
of any external stimulus or testbenches.

FOUNDATIONS OF UPF BASED
PA STATIC VERIFICATION

PA-Static verification is primarily targeted to
uncover the power aware structural issues that
affects designs physically in architectural and
microarchitectural aspects. The structural changes
that occur in a PA design are mostly due to physical
insertions of special power management and MV
cells; such as power switches (PSW), isolation (ISO),
level shifter (LS), enable level shifter (ELS), repeaters
(RPT), and retentions flops (RFF). These power
management MV cells are essential for powershutdown. The generic functionalities of these cells
may be best summarized as follows.

List 1 – Generic Functionalities of Power
Management and MV Cells
- Prevent inaccurate data propagation between
Off and On power domains
- Provides accurate logic resolution between highto-low or low-to-high voltage power domains
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- Allows the control, clock, and reset signal to feed
through Off-power domains
- Allows data and state retention during power Off
or power reductions
- Provide primary power, ground, bias, related, and
backup power connectivity
However, these features and functionalities
mediated through MV cells are obtained at different
levels of design abstraction. Further, these cells are
defined through UPF strategies and Liberty libraries.
The fundamental technique that a PA-Static checking
tool enforces to verify a design statically involves
ascertaining the compliance of the MV or PA rules
with the power intent or UPF specifications and
Liberty libraries. Eventually, the tool performs all
other possible syntax, semantic, and structural
checks. Obviously all are based on internally
integrated or pre-designed PA rules. There are also
provisions to add custom rules based on demand,
through an external interface of the tool through
Tcl procedures. The PA rules are essential to verify
or validate a design from RTL to PG-netlist, in
conjunction with UPF and Liberty libraries, in the PA
verification and implementation environment.
For different levels of design abstraction, the
essential PA-Static checks can be best summarized
by the following categories:

List 2 – Essential PA-Static Checks
at Different Design Abstraction Levels
At RTL:
1. Power intent syntax and UPF consistency checks
– for design elements, data, and control signals or
ports against the design and UPF.

2. Power Architectural checks – for ISO, LS, ELS, RFF
strategies against the power states or power state
table definitions in UPF.

At GL-netlist:
3. Microarchitectural checks – for relative power
on or always-on ordering of power domains for
control signals, clocks, resets, etc., ensuring those
are originated from relatively On- or always-on
power domains and RPTs or feed-through buffers
are present when passing through Off-power
domains. These checks are performed against the
design and UPF.

At both PG-netlist and GL-netlist:
4. Physical structural checks – for implemented
PSW, ISO, ELS, LS, RPT, RFF against the UPF,
specifications, Liberty libraries and MV or Macro
cell inserted or instantiated design.

At PG-netlist:
5. PG-pin connectivity checks – for power-ground,
bias, and backup power pins as well as identifying
open supply nets and pins against the Liberty
libraries, design, and UPF.
It is evident from the above categorization that
PA-Static checks can start as early as the RTL, for
consistency and architectural checks based on
UPF specifications, and extend to the GL-netlist, for
microarchitectural and physical structural checks.
The PG-pin connectivity checks can be performed
only at the PG-netlist level. Although there are
certain physical structural checks that are possible
to accomplish only at the PG-netlist level, specifically
PSW, RPT, etc. are usually implemented during the
Place & Route (P&R) process, and the strategies
physically become available for static checks only at
the PG-netlist that is extracted from P&R.

PA STATIC CHECKS:
VERIFICATION FEATURES

SIM. However, PA-Static verification provides more
significant insight into the design at the GL-netlist
and PG-netlist levels. This is because special power
management MV and Macro cells are physically
available in the design only at these netlist levels
and provide detail of their PG connectivity.
PA-Static verification input requirements
for the tool are as follows.

List 3 – Input Requirements
for PA-Static Verification
- The PA design under verification
- The UPF with proper definition of UPF strategies,
power states, or a power state table
- PG-pin Liberty library for MV, Macro, and all other
cells (specifically at or after the GL-netlist)
It is also important to mention here that the PA-Static
checker optionally requires the PA Sim-Model library
for MV and Macro cells for compiling purposes only,
when these cells are instantiated in the design. The
requirements of such model libraries are explained
through the code snippet in Example 1-PA-Static
Tool Requirement of PA Sim-Model Library for
Compilation Purposes.
// The RTL design contains LS cell instantiated
as follows:
		
module memory (input mem_shift,
		
output mem_state);
		 …..
Line 68 		
LS_HL mem_ls_lh3 ( .I(mem_ shift),
				.Z(mem_state) );
		 endmodule
// During compilation it is required to include
the LS_LH module defined in (.v) file,
		 `celldefine
		
module LS_HL (input I, output Z);
buf (Z, I);
specify
(I => Z) = (0, 0);
endspecify
		
endmodule
		 `endcelldefine

It is already distinct that PA-Static verification is
mandatory for all stages of DVIF, along with PAVerificationHorizonsBlog.com
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Otherwise, the simulation analysis process will
generate the following Error shown in Example 2
– PA-SIM Analysis Error during Compilation of the
Design:
** Error: memory.v(68): Module ‘LS_HL’ is not defined.

Here an LS LH_HL is instantiated in a design. The
corresponding snippet of a model library and LS
cell Liberty library is also presented.
The PA-Static checker tool actually analyzes the
input information before conducting verification
statically. The MV or PA rules applied to the design
under verification are based on the following
information, extracted and analyzed within the tool
from the UPF, Liberty libraries, and the design itself,
specifically when the design is at the GL-netlist after
synthesis.
The PA-Static tool extracted and internally analyzed
information can be summarized as follows:

List 4 – Summary of Information Analyzed
by PA-Static Tool
-

Power domains
Power domain boundary
Power domain crossings
Power states
ISO, LS, ELS, RFF, PSW, RTP, etc. UPF strategies
Cell-level attributes
Pin-level attributes (PG-pin only)

Recalling the create_power_domain –elements
{} syntax and semantics from UPF LRM, the tool
processes and creates the power domains based on
the UPF definition and HDL hierarchical instances
from the design. The fundamental concepts of
power domains that specify and confine certain
portions of a design or elements play a significant
role in establishing connectivity for inter-domain
and intra-domain communications.
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The formation of power domains inherently
defines its domain boundary and domain
interface through the create_power_domain UPF
command and option combinations. Specifically,
power supply, power strategies, logic port and
net connectivity, and subdomain hierarchical
connections are established through the domain
boundary and domain interface. Hence, the power
domain boundaries are the foundation of UPF
methodologies, based on which all UPF strategies
and source-sink communication models are
established.
The power domain crossings, which are more PA
or MV terminology and relevant to the PA-Static
tool, actually identify two or more relevant power
domains that are communicating through HDL
signal wires, nets, and ports. The power domain
boundaries and their crossings actually formulate
the source-sink communication model within the
tool, not just considering HDL connectivity and
hierarchical connectivity (HighConn and LowConn),
but also coordinating other substantial factors
defined within the UPF, design, and Liberty. These
factors are the states of supply set or supply net, the
states of the power domains, corresponding supply
port and net names, as well as the combination of
supply sets or supply nets for power domains that
form different operating modes for the source-sink
communication models or for the entire design.
The states of supply set, supply net, power domains,
and their combinations that form the operating
modes are composed from the add_power_state
and PSTs that are usually constructed with the add_
power_state, add_port_state, and add_pst_state
semantics in UPF. The following examples show the
pertinent components that facilitate forming the
operating modes through power states as well as
the power domain crossings that finally reinforce
the source-sink communication models.

Example 3 – UPF Power States from PST
for the Power Domain:
set_scope cpu_top
create_power_domain PD_top
create_power_domain PD_sub1 –elements {/udecode_topp}
….
set_domain_supply_net PD_ top \
-primary_power_net VDD \
-primary_ground_net VSS
….
set_domain_supply_net PD_ sub1 \
-primary_power_net VDD1 \
-primary_ground_net VSS
create_pst soc_pt
-supplies
{ VDD VSS VDD1}
add_pst_state ON –pst soc_pt –state { on on on}
add_pst_state OFF –pst soc_pt –state { on on off}

Example 4 – UPF Power States from
add_power_states for the Power Domain:
add_power_state PD_top.primary
-state {TOP_ON –logic_expr {pwr_ctrl ==1}
{-supply_expr { ( power == FULL_ON, 1.0 )
&& ( ground == FULL_ON ) }
-simstate NORMAL}
add_power_state PD_sub1.primary
-state {SUB1_ON –logic_expr {pwr_ctrl ==1}
{ -supply_expr { ( power == FULL_ON, 1.0 )
&& ( ground == FULL_ON, 0 ) }
–simstate NORMAL}
add_power_state PD_sub1.primary
-state {SUB1_OFF –logic_expr {pwr_ctrl ==0}
{ -supply_expr { ( power == FULL_ON, 0 )
&& ( ground == FULL_ON, 0 ) }
-simstate CORRUPT}

Example 3 and 4 are based on the UPF 1.0 and UPF
2.1 LRM specifications respectively, and are alternates
of each other, representing the same information
in different releases or versions of the UPF. These
examples explain that PD_sub1 and PD_top contain
instances that are parent and child in the hierarchical

tree; hence there is HDL hierarchical connectivity. As
well, the power states and operating modes reveal
that PD_sub1 has both the ON and OFF modes,
whereas PD_top only has the ON mode. Hence cross
power domain information is generated between
PD_sub1 and PD_top within the tool. Also, recall that
the UPF strategies (like ISO, LS, RFF, PSW etc.) are
explicitly defined in UPF with relevance to particular
source-sink communication models as shown in
Example 5- UPF Snippet for ISO Strategy and
Corresponding Power Domain:
set_isolation Sub1_iso -domain PD_sub1 \
-isolation_power_net VDD1 \
-isolation_ground_net VSS \
-elements {mid_1/mt_1/camera_instance}
-clamp_value 0 \
-applies_to outputs
set_isolation_control Sub1_iso -domain PD_sub1 \
-isolation_signal {/tb/is_camera_sleep_or_off_tb} \
-isolation_sense high \
-location parent

In this example, the ISO strategy is applied at the
boundary of the PD_sub1 power domain that implies
a source. Obviously all signals from the domain
boundary that propagate to any destination are
implicitly becoming sinks; however, the source-sink
model formation also coordinates with the power
states as defined in Examples 3 and 4.
The last two items in List 4, the cell-level and the
pin-level attributes, are very crucial information in PAStatic verification. Because, the cell-level attributes
actually categorize a cell whether it is an ISO or LS or
RFF, etc. Hence it stands as a differentiator between
a special power management MV cell and any regular
standard cell.
The pin-level attributes, unlike the PA-SIM, PA-Static
require only the PG-pin information, which are listed
below.
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List 5 – PG Pin-Level Attributes of Liberty Libraries:
pg_pin,
pg_type,
related_power,
related_ground,
bias_pin,
related_bias,
std_cell_main_rail.

To note, that the other attribute, ‘power_down_function’
is exclusive for PA-SIM, and it is not required for PAStatic verification.
So once all these different categories of information
are extracted and analyzed within the tool, the
PA-Static verification or the checks can be started.
As it is already clear that the static verification or
checking criterion are different for different design
abstraction levels; hence, the tool may conduct
verification as early as from the RTL with only the
first five of the seven analyzed information shown
in List 4, (i.e., power domains, power domain
boundary, power domain crossings, and power
states). The last two, the cell and pin-level attributes,
are mandatory for the GL-netlist and PG-netlist
levels of the design.
Nevertheless, the static checks that are conducted
at a higher level of design abstraction, such as the
RTL, must be repeated exactly at lower levels; at
the GL-netlist and PG-netlist levels on top of their
own dedicated checks; just to ensure and achieve
consistent PA-Static verification results throughout
the entire verification process. However, conducting
checks at RTL that are more appropriate for GL or
PG-netlist, will definitely not provide target results.
This is because PA-Static checks at the RTL are
limited to only the power intent syntax and UPF
consistency checks and the power architectural
checks for ISO, LS, ELS, and RFF strategy definitions,
as noted in List 2.
In general, the PA-Static tool performs verification
on the collected, extracted, and analyzed
information along with the built-in MV or PA
rules. The methodology that the tool imposes for
matching the built-in MV or PA rules with the UPF
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specifications, physical design, library attributes,
and analyzed information are based
on the following aspects:

List 6 – PA-Static Rule vs UPF Specification
Analytical Approaches:
- UPF Strategy: PA rules imply to check if UPF
strategy definitions are correct, incorrect,
missing, or redundant.
- Power Management Special MV Cell: PA rules
imply to check if special MV cells are correct,
incorrect, missing, or redundant.
Alternatively, the checks are performed for cross
comparing the above two in the following manner
as well.
- UPF Strategies and MV Cell Cross Comparison:
Whether the UPF strategies are present but cells
are missing, or vice versa.
Here, the correct, incorrect, missing, and redundant
cells for any of the above UPF Strategy or MV Cell
aspects are not only for the syntax and semantics
definition of MV cells and MV cell type checks, but
are also responsible for checking the locations —
including the domain boundary interface, ports,
nets, and hierarchical instance path — where the
strategies are applied or cells are actually inserted.
However, the tool sometimes may not perform
checks on certain cases, specifically where the
power states or PST states between any source-sink
power domain communication models are missing.
Hence, such situations are usually referred to
as Not-Analyzed.
In addition, the PA-Static checker also
requires conducting checks on the control and
acknowledgement signals of these UPF strategies,
like ISO, ELS, RFF, and PSW, etc. Specifically to
ensure that control signals are not originated
from relatively OFF power domains instead of the
locations where the strategy is applied or cells
actually reside. Besides, it is also required to confirm
the following aspects for the control signals.

List 7 – PA-Static Check Requirements
for the UPF Strategy’s Control Signals:
- Must not cross any relatively OFF power domains
- Must not originate or driven from any relatively
OFF power domain
- Must not propagate unknown values
- Possess the correct polarity
- Reachable
It is also required to perform checks
on the strategies to ensure that:
- Strategies are not applied and MV cells are not
physically inserted on the control signal path
of another MV cell, or
- On any control signal paths of the design,
like the scan control.
Further, it needs to ensure that the MV cells
are not inserted:
- On or before any combinational logics on a
source-sink communication path, design clock,
design reset, pull-up and pull-down nets, as
well as on nets or ports with constant values
specifically at the RTL, which may become pull-up
or pull-down logic later in synthesis.
It is also worth mentioning here that the PA-Static
checks at the RTL for physical presence of MV
cells, their types (AND, OR, NOR, Latches), or their
locations will generate false erroneous results.
This is because such cells are available only after
synthesis or only if they are manually instantiated as
Mixed-RTL. Although a PA-Static checker provides
options for virtually inferring cells at the RTL as
appropriate, based on UPF definitions and tool
internal analytical capabilities, it may be worth either
ignoring or switching off such design checks or
inferring options and focusing on categorized checks
for RTL, as listed in List 2.

PA STATIC CHECKS:
LIBRARY PROCESSING

As mentioned in previous sections, cell-level and pinlevel attributes from Liberty are mandatorily required
for accurate PA-Static verification at the GL-netlist
(post-synthesis) and PG-netlist (post P&R) levels of the
design. Recalling the generic or specific examples
of Liberty LS cell from LRM, the following are known
as special cell-level attributes that categorize this
particular cell as LS.
Example 6 – Liberty Cell-Level Attributes for LS:
is_level_shifter: true,
level_shifter_type: HL_LH,
input_voltage_range,
output_voltage_range.

The PA-Static checker searches for these attributes to
identify the cell as LS as well as the operating voltage
ranges of the LS.
All other remaining attributes are termed as pin-level
attributes, as shown in List 6. The PA-Static checker
tool collects the primary power and ground (as well
bias) pin or port information from pg_pin and pg_type
attributes together. The ‘related_power/ground_pin’ or
‘related_bias_pin’ provides the related power, ground, or
bias supply connectivity information for each input or
output logical port or pin of the cell. Related supply
is augmented with pg_pin and pg_type attributes that
indicate the functionality of the supply whether it is
primary power, primary ground, or an N or P-WELL
bias pin, as shown below.
Example 7 – Related Power, Ground or Bias Pin of LS:
pg_pin(VNW)
{pg_type : nwell;
pg_pin(VPW)
{pg_type : pwell;
pg_pin(VDDO)
{pg_type : primary_power ;
pg_pin(VSS)
{pg_type : primary_ground ;
pg_pin(VDD)
{pg_type : primary_power ;
std_cell_main_rail 		
: true ;
....
pin(A) {
related_power/ground_pin : VDD/VSS ;
related_bias_pin : “VNW VPW”;
level_shifter_data_pin : true ;
....
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Hence, for multi-rail cells, specifically the MV and
Macro cells — like the LS in Figure 1 below (which is
a MV cell) — this usually possesses different related
supplies for the input, which is pin (A) with related
supplies (VDD/VSS), and the output, which is pin (Y)
with related supplies (VDDO/VSS).

tool looks at the std_cell_main_rail (not the voltage_
name) specifically for LS (and Macro), and connects
or inserts LS accordingly in the design.
Example 9 shows the snippet of the results for std_
cell_main_rail analysis from PA-Static verification.
Example 9 – Snippet of PA-Static Verification Result
for std_cell_main_rail:
VDD
std_cell_main_rail: true,
pg_type: primary_power,
VDDL
pg_type: primary_power,
VSS
pg_type: primary_ground,

Figure 1: Level-Shifter
with Related PG-pin Information

The ‘std_cell_main_rail’ attribute defines the primary
power pin (VDD) that will be considered as the main
rail, a power supply connectivity parameter which is
required when the cell is placed and routed at the
post P&R level. However, at the GL-netlist, the PAStatic checker utilizes this information for analyzing
the main or primary power of the MV or Macro cells.
The std_cell_main_rail checks are done based on the
following Liberty attributes.
Example 8 – Liberty Syntax for std_cell_main_rail:
pg_pin(VDD) {
voltage_name : VDD;
pg_type : primary_power;
std_cell_main_rail : true;
}
pg_pin(VDDO) {voltage_name : VDDO;
pg_type : primary_power;
}

The std_cell_main_rail attribute is defined in a
primary_power power pin. When the attribute is set
to True, the pg_pin is used to determine which
power pin is the main rail in the cell. This is VDD in
Example 8. Actually the implementation (synthesis)
26
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File: ls.lib (15)
File: ls.lib (13)
File: ls.lib (18)
File: ls.lib (22)

Although, it is categorically mentioned that the PA
Sim-model library requirements are optional for a
PA-Static tool for conducting verification and are
used only for compilation purposes. However, the
PA-Static tool conducts consistency checks between
the PA Sim-model libraries and its corresponding
counterpart in the Liberty library to ascertain
whether the Sim-model library is power aware. The
consistency checks compare the power supply port
and the net or pin names for all the power, ground,
related, and bias pins.
The PA-Static checker further reveals the logic
pin equivalency between these two libraries
since related power and ground information are
relevant to the logic ports. If the supply and logic
ports or pins for both the libraries are matching,
the simulation model library is regarded as power
aware (or PA Sim-model library). However, the
power_down_function are not compared between
Sim-model and Liberty libraries, as the corruption
semantics through the model or Liberty
power_down_function is exclusively driven by PA-SIM.

PA STATIC CHECKS:
VERIFICATION PRACTICES

The PA verification fundamentals are already
discussed and a persuasive foundation of PA-Sim
and PA-Static verification platforms are established

through previous sections. It is revealing that PA
methodologies and techniques impose enormous
challenges in functional and structural paradigms
of the design under verification.
However, it is observed that a clear perception of
the design and power specification, power intent,
adopted verification techniques, inherent tool
features, and subtle methodologies qualifies for
the successful accomplishment of power aware
verification. Even though the structural issues
affect a design physically in architectural and
microarchitectural aspects, however the following
standpoints simplify the PA-Static verification
procedures in such perspective.

List 8 – Simplified PA-Static Verification
Standpoints:
- Identifying the exact verification criterion
for every design abstraction level
- Understanding the input requirements
of the tools
- Grasping a clear conception of tool internal
analytical approaches
- Realizing the mechanism of static deployment
of internally built-in MV rules on the design
Evidently these aspects will ensure the achievement
of clean PA design in terms of architectural and
microarchitectural perspective.
Unlike the Questa® PA-SIM which requires three-step
flow for dynamic verification (compile, elaborate/
optimize and simulate), the PA-Static verification tool
procedure is based on only two-steps: compile and
optimize.
Since the compilation criterion of a design under
verification is exactly the same for both PA-SIM and
PA-Static, as well the optimization is the phase for
both PA verification tools, where the power aware
objects (e.g. Power Domain, Power Supply, Power
Strategies, etc.) are articulated throughout the
compiled design from the UPF.

verification. Also it is important to note that there are
certain PA-Static specific tool procedures available
at the optimization phase. These procedures ensure
appropriate extraction and accumulation of power
information from the UPF, Liberty, and design to
conduct internal analysis and impose built-in or
user-specified external MV or PA rules on the design
accordingly. The PA-Static related special commands
and options are based on several aspects as follows:

List 9 – Fundamental Aspects to Drive
PA-Static Verification:
- Verification objectives and extents
- Input requirements for the tool
- Contents and extents of output results
These are almost similar to PA-SIM, only the inclusion
of “Debugging capabilities” are redundant for PAStatic, since the results of static verification are
available at the optimization phase. However, there
are different result reporting verbosity levels for PAStatic that are generated in the optimization phase
and are discussed in succeeding sections.
The design entry requirements for PA-Static are
also exactly the same as for the PA-SIM. PA-Static
also requires a complete HDL representation of the
design in Verilog, SystemVerilog, VHDL, or any mix
combination of these languages. Though it is highly
recommended that the HDL design entries are in
synthesizable RTL, Gate-Level netlist, PG-netlist, or
any combination of these forms. The first step is to
compile the design through vlog or vcom commands for
Verilog & SystemVerilog and for VHDL respectively.
The next phase, optimizing the compiled design
through the vopt command is the most crucial part
for static verification. Similar to PA-SIM, vopt for PAStatic processes the UPF power intent specifications,
Liberty libraries and accepts all other power-related
verification commands and options as an argument.
The Questa® PA-Static typical commands and options
format is shown in Example 10 on the following page.

Obviously, testbenches are unnecessary during
compilation of design targeted for PA-Static
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Example 10 – Typical Command Format
for Standard PA-Static Flow:
Compile: vlog -work work -f design_rtl.v
Optimize: vopt –work work \
–pa_upf test.upf \
–pa_top “top/dut” \
–o Opt_design \
-pa_checks=s \
<Other PA commands>

To note, for the vopt procedure, -pa_checks=s, here
“s” stands for all the possible and available static
checks within the PA-Static tool. However, fine-grain
control options allows conducting or disabling any
particular checks, like conducting only ISO relevant
checks, are possible through the following tool
procedures at vopt.
Example 11 – Controlling and Conducting Specific
PA-Static Checks for ISO Only:
Compile: No Change
Optimization: vopt- requires to add “vopt -pa_
checks=smi, sri, sii, svi, sni, sdi, si”, along with all other
commands and options as required.
Similarly for conducting PA-Static verification
on a GL-netlist and PG-netlist, the following tool
procedures are required.
Example 12 – Conducting PA-Static Checks
on GL-netlist:
Compile: No Change
Optimization: vopt- requires to add “vopt -pa_
checks=s+gls_checks”.
Example 13 – Conducting PA-Static Checks
on PG-netlist:
Compile: No Change
Optimization: vopt- requires to add “vopt -pa_
enable=pgconn”, along with “vopt -pa_checks=s+gls_
checks” and all other commands and options
as required.
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As mentioned earlier, the Liberty or (.lib) file is
mandatory for PA-Static checks, specifically from the
GL-netlist up to the PG-netlist, or even for MixedRTL. Fortunately, the tool procedures for Liberty
processing during PA-Sim are exactly the same for
PA-Static. The detail for static PA verification tool
procedures for “The Static Checker Results and
Debugging Techniques” are explained in Part II
of this article, published in the DAC 2018 issue of
Verification Horizons.
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SVA Alternative for Complex Assertions
by Ben Cohen, VHDL Cohen Publishing

THE CONCEPTS

An assertion consists of 2 parts:
1. The property: The property describes the body
of the requirements, but not its initiation for
simulation. The property can be emulated with

The Task Model
In modeling a property that contains an antecedent
and a consequent, the task emulates the SVA
antecedent with an if statement that represents the
attempt phase, and a return statement to emulate an
assertion vacuity when that if statement is false. If the
if statement is true (i.e., successful attempt), then the
task proceeds to emulate further sequence elements
until it reaches the antecedent endpoint, but
checking at each clocking event that the sequence is
true. If it is false, a return statement emulates vacuity.
At the successful completion of the antecedent the
task proceeds to emulate the consequent. This
process is similar to the steps used in the antecedent
but it returns a failure message upon an error prior to
exiting the task with a return or a disable. The generic
structure of the task is as follows:
task some_name();
if(first_term_of_antecedent) begin : attempt_succeeds
// test of antecedent_other items, return if fail
if(end_point_of_antecedent) begin : antecedent_match
// test of consequent terms,
// if failure, report and then return
if(end_point_of_consequent) begin : consequent_match
// assertion succeeds
else
// report failure and return
return; // Forces an exit of the task
end : consequent_match
end : antecedent_match
else return; // vacuous pass, antecedent does not match
end : attempt_succeeds
endtask : some_name
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ANTECEDENT

This article first explains the concepts, and then by
example, how a relatively simple assertion can be
written without SVA with the use of SystemVerilog
tasks; this provides the basis for understanding
the concepts of multithreading and exit of threads
upon a condition, such as vacuity or an error in the
assertion. The article then provides examples that
demonstrate how some of the SVA limitations can
be overcome with the use of tasks, but yet maintain
the spirit (but not vendor’s implementations) of SVA.
Another possibility to handle these issues is to use
checker libraries such as OVL, Go2UVM2; those
checkers are not addressed in this article. Again, it
is important to emphasize that this alternate solution
with tasks should only be used when those difficult
situations arise.

an automatic task that when triggered, starts an
independent thread that can span over one or
more cycles.
2. The assert statement: The assert statement is
the mechanism that triggers the property at the
clocking event. That action can be emulated with
an always block that, at the clocking event, initiates
the automatic task using the fork/join_none statement;
this is more like a fire-and-forget of an automatic
thread of the property from its starting (attempt)
point.

CONSEQUENT

Assertion-based verification has been an integral part
of modern-day design verification. Concurrent SVA
is a powerful assertion language that expresses the
definition of properties in a concise set of notations
and rules; its use is very wide spread and is definitely
encouraged. However, SVA is designed for a static
world; it fails to easily address the use of delays and
repetitions based on the values of unit variables
(module, checker, interface); it cannot reference
non-static class properties or methods; care should
be taken when accessing large data structures,
especially large dynamic data structures; sequence_
match_item cannot directly modify unit variables;
there are very strict rules on how property local
variables are processed in the ORing and ANDing of
sequences, and the flow through of those variables.
It is important to note that those restrictions should
not be viewed as a discount of SVA because SVA
easily addresses most common cases of chip design
requirements. In addition, the alternative presented
in this article is only applicable for simulation, but
definitely not for formal verification, as that is only
supported by assertion languages (SVA, PSL).
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The Assert Model
Below is a model of the assert statement. In this
example, task t_a2b_then_3c (discussed below) is
triggered in parallel to other possible tasks using
the clocking event posedge clk. // Emulation of the
assert statements for all of the examples is expressed
below: 		
always_ff @(posedge clk) begin // emulate the assertion firing
fork
t_a2b_then_3c();
t_adly1b_then_dly2c();
t_repeat_range_equivalent();
join_none
end
// (file http://SystemVerilog.us/vf/abc_emul.sv)

EMULATING A SIMPLE ASSERTION
Consider the following SVA assertion:

ap_a2b_then_3c : assert property($rose(a) ##2 b |-> ##3 c);

Using that structure defined in section 1, the
property for that assertion can be expressed
as:
// ap_ab_then_c : assert property(@(posedge clk)
			
$rose(a) ##2 b |-> ##3 c);
task automatic t_a2b_then_3c();
if($rose(a)) begin : rose_a // attempt
repeat(2) @(posedge clk); // <<-----can use ##2 instead
			
because of default clocking
if(b) begin : got_b
// antecedent end point
repeat(3) @(posedge clk); // in the consequent
if(c) `uvm_info (tID,$sformatf(“%m : AB_then_C PASS,
			
c= %b”, c), UVM_LOW)
else `uvm_error(tID,$sformatf(“%m : AB_then_C FAIL @ c=
%b”, c))
end : got_b
else return; // vacuous assertion, exit task
end : rose_a
endtask // (file http://SystemVerilog.us/vf/abc_emul.sv)
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Simulation of the assertion with SVA and with the
task emulation produced the following results:
# UVM_INFO abc_emul.sv(19) @ 470: reporter
[abc_emul] abc_emul.t_a2b_then_3c.rose_a.got_b :
AB_then_C PASS, c= 1
# UVM_ERROR abc_emul.sv(20) @ 590: reporter
[abc_emul] abc_emul.t_a2b_then_3c.rose_a.got_b :
AB_then_C FAIL @ c= 0
# ** Error: Assertion error.
# Time: 590 ns Started: 490 ns
Scope: abc_emul.ap_a2b_then_3c File: abc_emul.sv
Line: 13 Expr: c

DELAYS BASED ON
UNIT VARIABLES

Consider the same assertion as above,
but with a small variation:
int dly1=2, dly2=7; // module variables
ap_adly1b_then_dly2c : assert property($rose(a) ##dly1 b |->
##dly2 c); // ILLEGAL SVA

What is desired in this assertion is having the
delays be defined by dynamic values that are set in
variables. SVA 1800’2017 does not allow delays or
repeat operators to be defined dynamically, they
must be static after elaboration. To circumvent this
issue, SVA requires a convoluted counting method
that does not clearly express the intent of the
property, but is a workaround solution. In SVA, one
must define in the property a set of local variables,
then setting them up at the successful attempt, and
then use those variables as counters. On top of these
complexities, one must use in some cases the first_
match() operator to forcibly end the count. Below is a
possible solution, which looks rather complex.
// illegal: assert property($rose(a) ##dly1 b |-> ##dly2 c);
property p_adly1b_then_dly2c;
int v_dly1, v_dly2;
($rose(a), v_dly1=dly1, v_dly2=dly2) ##0
first_match((1, v_dly1=v_dly1-1’b1)
		
[*1:$] ##0 v_dly1 < 0) ##0 b |->
first_match((1, v_dly2=v_dly2-1’b1)
		
[*1:$] ##0 v_dly2 < 0) ##0 c;
endproperty
ap_adly1b_then_dly2c: assert property(p_adly1b_then_dly2c); //

The code is much simpler represented using tasks,
as shown below:
// assert property($rose(a) ##dly1 b |-> ##dly2 c);
task automatic t_adly1b_then_dly2c();
automatic int v_dly1, v_dly2;
if($rose(a)) begin : rose_a // attempt
v_dly1=dly1; v_dly2=dly2; // Setting the delays
repeat(v_dly1) @(posedge clk); // ##dly1, NO countdown and test
needed
if(b) begin : got_b
// end point of antecedent reached
repeat(v_dly2) @(posedge clk); // in consequent
if(c) `uvm_info (tID,$sformatf(“%m : AB_then_dly1_
dly2_C PASS, c= %b”, c),
UVM_LOW)
else `uvm_error(tID,$sformatf(“%m : AB_then_dly1_
dly2_C FAIL @ c= %b”, c))
end : got_b
else return; 		
// vacuous assertion, exit task
end : rose_a
else return; // but is not needed here
endtask : t_adly1b_then_dly2c

REPEATS BASED ON
UNIT VARIABLES

Consider the same assertion as above,
but with another small variation:
int max=2;
ap_repeat_range_fix: assert property($rose(a) |=> b[*1:max]
##1 c); // Illegal SVA

The above assertion is illegal because the
range must be statically defined at elaboration.
The following is a workaround.
property p_repeat_range_equivalent;
int local_v;
($rose(a), local_v = max) |=>
		
first_match ((b, local_v=local_v - 1’b1)[*1:$]
##1 (c || local_v<=0) )
		
##0 c;
endproperty
ap_repeat_range_equivalent: assert property
			
(p_repeat_range_equivalent);

Using tasks, the same can be expressed more simply
as shown below:
// ($rose(a) |=> b[*1:max] ##1 c)
task automatic t_repeat_range_equivalent();
if($rose(a)) begin : rose
// end point of antecedent
@(posedge clk); // |=>
repeat(max) begin : rpt2 // consequent
if(!b) begin : notb
`uvm_error(tID,$sformatf(“%m : t_repeat_range_
equivalent b= %b”, b))
return;
end : notb
else begin : b_test4c // b==1. test for c for exit
@(posedge clk);
if(c) return; // assertion passes
end : b_test4c
end : rpt2
if(!c) begin : notc
`uvm_error(tID,$sformatf(“%m : t_repeat_range_
			
equivalent c= %b”, c))
return;
end : notc
end : rose
endtask // (file http://SystemVerilog.us/vf/abc_emul.sv)

CONCURRENT ASSERTIONS
IN CLASSES

There are cases, such as in class monitors, where
a set of concurrent assertions are useful because
the data is available within those classes and in
the interfaces (e.g., the virtual interface), but the
verification occurs over a set of cycles. Concurrent
assertions are illegal in classes. A workaround is
to copy the class variables into the interfaces, and
perform the assertions in those interfaces. However,
the use of tasks alleviates this copying need. On
the following page is a simple example that
demonstrates the concept of how tasks can be used
within classes to express concurrent assertions.
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interface test_if(input logic clk);
logic[7:0] q=20, w=15;
endinterface
class C;
virtual test_if vif;
string tID=”C”;
bit k=1’b1;
rand int a, b;
constraint c_ab {a < b; b< 100; a+b==50;}
// ap: assert property(@(posedge vif.clk) k |=> vif.q == a + vif.w);
task t_kaw(); // 1800: The lifetime of methods declared
// as part of a class type shall be automatic.
// Thus, no need to add the “automatic”
if(k) begin
@(posedge vif.clk);
if(vif.q == a + vif.w);
else `uvm_error(tID,$sformatf(“%m : t_kaw FAIL @ q= %d,
a=%d, vif.w=%d”, vif.q, a, vif.w))
end
endtask
task fire();
forever @(posedge vif.clk)
fork t_kaw(); join_none
endtask
endclass
module top;
bit clk, b;
test_if my_if(.clk (clk) );
C c_0;
initial forever #10 clk=!clk;
initial begin
		 c_0=new();
		
c_0.vif = my_if;
		 c_0.fire();
end
...
endmodule // (file http://SystemVerilog.us/vf/monitor.sv)

EMULATING A COMPLEX
ASSERTION, DIFFICULT WITH SVA

A problematic issue in SVA is the flow-through
of local variables when dealing with ORed
sequences. Another issue is how local variables
are handled when they are assigned and read in
multiple ORed and ANDed threads. Consider these
requirements that came from an actual example
in the https://verificationacademy.com/forums/
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Requirements:
The requirements for this model, as demonstrated
in the figure below, are:
1. Upon a rose of go, data is sent on a data bus
2. Data is only valid when the vld signal is true
3. The checksum chksum is on the data bus
and is asserted upon the fall of go
4. Following the initialization of the checker sum,
a running sum with overflow is computed
at every cycle vld is true
5. In the chksum cycle, the checker sum must be
compared against the chksum that appeared
on the data bus

Figure 1: Requirements for Assertion

Assertions that Appear OK but Are Not!
An assertion that appears on the surface like it should
work, but fails to compile, is shown below:
function automatic bit check_sum_simple(BITS_4 sum, data);
return (sum==data);
endfunction
[*$] is invalid.
		
[*1:$] cause a match on the first
property p_check_msg_BAD2; occurrence of vld. Using instead
BITS_4 sum;
a repeat of large number
bit result;
($rose(go), sum=0) |->(
		
((vld[->1], sum=sum+data)[*999999]) or
		
($fell(go)[->1], result=check_sum_simple
(sum, data)) )
##0 result; // line 22
endproperty
ap_check_msg_BAD: assert property(p_check_msg_BAD2);
// ** Error: check_sum.sv(22):

** ERROR: Local variable result
is referenced in an expression
where it does not flow.

The issue with this property is that the local variable
result does not flow out of the ORing of the two
sequences in the consequent; the code fails to
compile.
An alternate SVA solution is to put the error message
within the function (option 1) along with embedding
the result in the second sequence of the consequent,
thus avoiding the above described issue; but this
solution is in error, though it compiles OK. This is
shown below:
function automatic bit check_sum(BITS_4 sum, data);
assert(sum==data)
$display(“@t=%t, sumcheck PASS, sum=%H,
expected data %H”, $time, sum, data);
else `uvm_error(tID,$sformatf(“%m : SVA sumcheck error,
sum=%H, expected %H”,
sum, data))
return (sum==data);
endfunction
// COMPILES AND SIMULATES BUT IS IN ERROR!!!
property p_check_msg;
BITS_4 sum;
bit result;
($rose(go), sum=0) |->
((go && vld[->1], sum=sum+data)[*100000]) or // [*$] is illegal,
[*] is same as [*1:$]
(($fell(go)[->1], result=check_sum(sum, data)) ##0 result);
endproperty
ap_check_msg: assert property(p_check_msg);
// file http://SystemVerilog.us/vf/check_sum.sv

The above assertion tries to express that upon a
rose of go, sum=0. Then, at every clock cycle when
vld==1, we compute the sum (local variable sum =
sum+data). This process is repeated up to 100,000
times unless we get a fell of go, at which time we
compare sum with the provided checksum from
the data line. If there is a mismatch between the
computed checksum and the provided checksum
on the data line, the chek_sum function assigns a 0
to local variable result; this forces an assertion error,
as it is the last term evaluated. The thinking here is
that without this forcing of value, the SVA assertion
will not exit as a failure. However, this is faulty logic
because we have an ORing of two sequences in the
consequent, and if one of those sequences fails,
the assertion waits for a possibility that the second
sequence may succeed with a match; thus it waits for
100,000 cycles.

A potential solution to avoid this waiting for all
possibilities is to use one of the SVA property abort
operators (accept_on, reject_on, sync_accept_on,
sync_reject_on). That solution fails to compile
because local variables cannot be referenced
in the abort condition.
property p_check_msg_with_reject; // ERROR
// **** Local variable cannot be referenced in an abort condition. ****
BITS_4 sum;
bit result;
($rose(go), sum=0) |-> sync_reject_on(result==1’b1) (
((go && vld[->1], sum=sum+data)[*100000]) or
(($fell(go)[->1], result=check_sum(sum, data))
##0 result));
endproperty
ap_check_msg_with_reject: assert property(p_check_msg_
with_reject);

The SVA solution that works OK is shown below.
It requires two assertions:
1. Assertion ap_check_msg_OK requires that upon
a rose of go, a cheksum is calculated at every
occurrence of vld. This operation is continued
until the first occurrence of a fell of go (that is why
the first_match operator is needed). Thereafter
a check is made to compare the presented
checksum against what is dynamically calculated.
property p_check_msg_OK;
BITS_4 sum;
bit result;
($rose(go), sum=0) |->
first_match((vld[=1], sum=sum+data)[*1:$] ##1
$fell(go))
##0 (1, result=(sum==data)) ##0 result;
endproperty
ap_check_msg_OK: assert property(p_check_msg_OK);

2. The above assertion requires that there must
be at least one vld between a rose of go and a
fell of go; however, that is not necessarily the
requirements. The assertion on the following
page addresses this case:
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ap_atleast_1_vld: assert property($rose(go) |->
vld within ($rose(go) ##1 $fell(go) [->1]));

Note that even though SVA does provide a clear
solution, the above discussion emphasizes some of
the restrictions that can cause misunderstandings.

EMULATING THIS SVA
ASSERTION WITH TASKS

Using tasks eliminates the issues of visibility of local
variables by threads, and makes the code far more
readable and understandable. The following code for
the task demonstrates the concepts:
task automatic t_check_msg();
automatic BITS_4 sum;
if($rose(go)) begin : rose_go
sum=0;
while(go==1’b1) begin : while_go
if(vld==1’b1) sum=sum+data;
@(posedge clk);
end : while_go
// Here, go==1’b0
// @ fell(go), data==sumcheck by transmitter
assert(sum==data)
`uvm_info (tID,$sformatf(“%m : sumcheck PASS,
sum=%H, data %H”, sum, data),
UVM_LOW)
else `uvm_error(tID,$sformatf(“%m : sumcheck error,
sum=%H, data %H”, sum, data))
return; // exit if assertion continues		
end : rose_go
endtask

CONCLUSIONS

Concurrent SVA is very powerful language to express
relatively straightforward properties in a concise
and readable manner. SVA is also well supported in
formal verification. However, SVA has limitations that
causes the use of less expressive options, such as
counters, to circumvent the language restrictions. An
alternative solution that emulates how SVA operates
conceptually (but not in tool implementations) helps
resolve those issues, and in some cases, simplify
the definition of assertions. That solution relies on
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automatic tasks that are triggered at every clocking
event, thus allowing the full use of all the features
of SystemVerilog; these features include automatic
variables, loops (e.g., repeat, forever, while, for),
return, disable, fork-join, and immediate assertions.
Keep in mind that an assertion is just a statement
that a property is true, regardless of implementation.
Thus, implementing an assertion with tasks is
acceptable; SVA is just a shorter notation that
adapts well for most cases, but not all cases.
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A Hierarchical and Configurable Strategy
to Verify RISC-V based SoCs
by Arun Chandra and Mike Bartley, T&VS

RISC-V (pronounced “risk-five”) is an open, free ISA
enabling a new era of processor innovation through
open standard collaboration. Born in academia
and research, RISC-V ISA delivers a new level of
free, extensible software and hardware freedom on
architecture, paving the way for the next 50 years of
computing design and innovation.
A RISC-V microprocessor can be configured in
several architectural modes depending upon
the target market and applications. Further,
each microprocessor implementation can have
different micro-architectural parameters depending
upon performance, and power considerations.
Examples of such micro-architectural parameters
are cache sizes, the use of branch prediction, result
forwarding, and pre-fetch to name a few.
This article outlines a hierarchical and configurable
verification strategy for RISC-V based IP and
SoCs. A three-level (unit, core and SoC) hierarchy
is proposed for testbenches. Each level of the
hierarchical testbench is configurable for both
architectural and micro-architectural parameters.
At the heart of the verification strategy is an
ISG (Instruction Stream Generator) and a UVM
testbench. The ISG can be configured according
to the RISC-V architecture and then constrained to
verify micro-architectural features. The generation
of the specific configurable UVM testbench is
automated based on a configuration file. The
checkers, active testbench items like injectors, and
coverage objects, are mostly portable across the
various hierarchical levels, and are configurable
based on the configuration file.
At the SoC level the tests are less ISG based and
tend more towards C-based integration and use
case tests ideally suited to the use of portable
stimulus (as defined in the Accellera Portable
Test and Stimulus Specification and supported by
Questa® inFact, Cadence® PerspecTM and BrekerTM

Systems Trek). This allows tests to be easily ported
across multiple SoCs with minimum effort, and to
also be used in silicon validation.

INTRODUCTION

A RISC-V based SoC can be configured into
different implementations based on architectural
or micro-architectural parameters. To address the
verification challenge this poses, a hierarchical and
configurable verification methodology is proposed.
A three-level hierarchy is proposed. The lowest
level of the hierarchy is the unit-level. Two unit-level
testbenches are proposed. These are 1) Execution
(Pipeline) Unit, and 2) Cache (L2) Unit.
The Execution (Pipeline) Unit consists of the major
pipelines components like Instruction Fetch,
Instruction Decode, Instruction Execute, and Load
Store. Both the level one caches (instruction, and
data) are included in this unit. The Cache (L2) unit
consists of the second level cache. The second level
of hierarchy is the Core Level. At this level multiple
Execution Units and the L2 cache are connected via
a coherent bus. Both the unit-level testbenches, and
the core-level bench can be configured for a specific
implementation. The highest level of the hierarchy
is the SoC which consists of the core and peripherals
like PCIe, and MIPI.
An important feature of the verification
methodology is that a testbench at any level is
configurable based on architectural and microarchitectural parameters. Further, based on a
configuration file, the testbench is automatically
generated for the desired level and configuration.
Subsequently, tests both directed and automatically
generated can be run on the testbench.
The stimulus for the testbenches can be instructionbased for ISA heavy components like the Execution
Units (Pipeline), or transaction-based for testing
the L2. Checkers are reference-model based or
VerificationHorizonsBlog.com
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assertion based. Checking the pipeline is done using
a reference model checker, and it is a same for the L2
where a L2 behavioral model is needed. Additional
checking is done via assertions. An example of an
assertion check is that READ and WRITE are mutually
exclusive. Additionally, loaders and injectors are
part of a generated testbench, and generated via a
configuration file. An example is a 32KB two-way set
associative cache pre-loader.

RV Execution Unit (Pipeline) Testbench-The RV
Execution (Pipeline) Unit Testbench verifies the
single-issue, in-order pipeline. The five-stage
pipeline consists of instruction fetch, instruction
decode, execute, memory access, and write back.
The instruction cache and data cache are also part
of the execution unit. A unit to handle interrupts
from the pipeline perspective is also part of the
execution unit.

In the rest of this article we cover Testbench
Architecture, the Stimulus, Checkers, Pre-loaders
and Injectors, Coverage and Development Milestone,
and Conclusion.

As the short pipeline does not have to deal with
micro-architectural verification bottlenecks of
a longer superscalar pipeline, it is recommended
that all the components in the pipeline be treated
and tested as one unit.

TESTBENCH ARCHITECTURE

The hierarchical testbench architecture is shown
in Figure 1. The stimulus, portable checkers, and
interfaces are show in this figure.

Examples of such bottlenecks are register renaming,
floating point converts for non-committed
instructions, stalls due to load store dependencies,
integer and vector register un-naming due to
branch misprediction, and reservation station stalls.
However, one micro-architectural area that needs
to be handled is branch prediction. The branch
predictor comprises a branch target buffer (BTB), a
branch history table (BHT), and a return-address stack
(RAS).
The stimulus to this unit will be RISC-V instructions
whose binary values will be loaded into a L2
behavioral model. These instructions could be
directed hand-written tests, or tests output from
a random Instruction Stream Generator (ISG).
Additional inputs apart from instructions will be
interrupts, and injected errors. The testbench also
contains pre-loaders to preload the caches, and
branch predictor array structures.

Figure 1: Hierarchical Testbench Architecture

Unit-Level Testbenches
There are two testbenches at the unit level, these
are the execution unit (pipeline), and the second-level
cache (L2).
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The reference-model checker for this unit will be an
instruction-based instruction set simulator (ISS). A
trace tool will monitor the RTL for PC, and Register
Value Updates, and will compare against the output
of the ISS. Additionally, micro-architectural checkers
will be added especially with respect to branch
prediction, and exception and interrupt handling.

L2 Testbench-The L2 testbench will verify the
second-level cache. Both its interface to the
level-one (I and D) caches, and main memory
will be verified. The stimulus to this unit will be
transactions including, Read, Write, Invalidate, and
Refill. The stimulus to this unit will come from a
constrained-random transaction generator like a
UVM sequencer. Additional inputs to this unit will
be injected errors to test the ECC mechanisms. The
testbench also contains pre-loaders to preload the
caches.
The reference-model checker for this unit will be
a reference model (L2 Behavioural Model). This
model will model the L2 at the transaction level.
The L2 state, in addition to transactions output will
be compared against the RTL. Additionally, microarchitectural checkers will be added, especially
if there are low-power features included in the
implementations.

Core Testbench
The Core-Level Testbench tests the component
in the core complex. These include the RISC-V
Execution units, the Coherent Bus, and the L2
Cache. It also contains the interrupt units, and
the debug unit. The stimulus into the core will be
both instruction-based, and transaction-based. As
the RISC-V execution units, and the L2 have been
verified at the unit level, the focus of core-level
verification will be stressing the interconnect fabric,
and the interrupt, and debug units.
The stimulus for this bench will come from the
various ports. RISC-V assembly stimulus generated
by hand, or using a random instruction generator
or ISG will come from the main memory behavioral
model connected to the memory port. The
instruction-based tests should generate traffic
to the system port for un-cached access to high
bandwidth peripherals. The instruction-based
tests should also be able to generate traffic to the
peripheral port for accessing peripheral devices.
The system port and peripheral port can be
mapped into two different address ranges.

The stimulus for the Front Port is transaction-based
and comes in the form of requests to the ITIM,
and DTIM. In addition, the core-level testbench
has transaction-based stimulus for interrupts, and
debug requests.
All the checkers from the unit-level are ported to the
core level. Additionally, at least four categories of
checkers are added at the core-level. These area: 1)
An interface checker to check for bus transactions
on the coherent bus, 2) A checker to check interrupt
request, and subsequent servicing, 3) A checker for
debug requests, and servicing, and 4) A checker for
Port requests and servicing. These checkers can be
implemented as UVM style scoreboards.
Checkers for arbitration and micro-architectural
checkers will be added as needed. An example
of an arbitration checker is to guarantee that the
I/O ports get fair access and are not timed out.
An interrupt priority checkers checks that if two
interrupts are pending, the higher priority one
gets serviced first.

SoC Testbench
The SoC testbench is the top-level bench and
exercises the interfaces between the core complex
and the peripherals like PCIe and MIPI. The input
into the SoC bench is based on the Portable
Stimulus standard proposed by Accellera and
supported by Mentor, Cadence and Breker Systems.
Portable stimulus provides a specification of test
intent and coverage at a higher-level of abstraction.
Also, it provides graph-based randomization. The
Portable Stimulus will be generated for a specific
implementation using the configuration file.
All the checkers from the unit-level and core level
are ported to the SoC level. Additional VIP checkers
from the PCIe, and MIPI will be integrated. Finally,
interface checkers will be built at the SoC level.
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Configurable Testbench Generation
The generation of an implementation specific
testbench is based on a configuration file shown in
Figure 2. The fields in the configuration file, which are
both architectural and micro-architectural determine
the implementation specific testbench. The major
fields in the configuration are described below.
SOC-COMPONENTS = RVCore, PCIe, L2, MPHY;
RVEXE-COMPONENT-ARCH = I,M,F;
RVEXE-COMPONENT-URACH = 32I(2), 32D(2), BTB, BHT(1), RAS;
L2-COMPONENT-UARCH = 2MB(2), ECC;
L2-COMPONENT-POWER = 1;
CORE-COMPONENTS = RVExe[0..3], L2, TileLink, CLINT, PLIC,
Debug, I/O[M,F,S,P];
LOW-POWER = Domain(1), Clock-Gating(ON);
Figure 2: Configuration File
for Testbench Generation

The SoC-COMPONENTS field lists all the components
of the implementation. The example shown below
shows a RISC-V cores complex, PCIe, L2, and MIPI
amongst other components.

the cache size and associativity, and error correction
if enabled. The example below shows a 4-way set
associative 2 MB cache.
The L2-COMPONENT-POWER field lists the number
of power domains for the second level cache. This is
a low-power feature.
The RVCORE-COMPONENTS field lists all the core
components for the specific implementation. The
example below shows, four RV Execution units, the
L2 cache, the inter-connect, the interrupt, and debug
unit, and the I/O ports.
The LOW-POWER field describes the low power
techniques used in the SoC like clock-gating, and
multiple power domains.
LOW-POWER = Domain(1), Clock-Gating(ON)
The desired testbenches are generated based on
a command line that specifies the benches needs,
and the configuration file. As an example, all the
testbenches (Unit, Core. SoC) are generated using
the configuration file, and the unit-level (RVEXE)
bench shown in Figure 3 is generated using the
second command line.
Cmd1: rvtbgen –all rv101.config
Cmd2: rvtbgen –rvexe rv102.config

The RVEXE-COMPONENT-ARCH field lists the
ISA variant for the RISC-V core. This describes the
number of general purpose registers, and the various
extensions (M, C, A, F, D, and Q). The example
below shows a RISC-V execution unit supporting 32
registers, multiply and divide, and single precision
floating point.
The RVEXE-COMPONENT-UARCH field lists
the micro-architectural features for the specific
implementation. These include the cache sizes, and
associativity, and branch prediction structures. The
example below shows a two-way set associative 32KB
instruction and data cache, a BTB, a single-level BHT,
and a RAS.
The L2-COMPONENT-UARCH lists the second-level
cache micro-architectural features. This includes
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Figure 3: Unit-Level (EXE) Testbench

architectural and micro-architectural
constraints. Additionally, instructionbased stimulus can also come from
directed tests. Examples are integer
instruction, branch instructions,
floating point instructions,
or memory instructions.

Figure 4: Hierarchical Testbench Generation

Subsequently, after the appropriate testbench is
generated, random tests using the test pattern
generators are generated. Additionally, directed
tests can also be written to run on the appropriate
testbench. The overall methodology for configurable
testbench generation is shown in Figure 4.

STIMULUS
Areas Under Test
The configuration file is key to generating the
constrained-random stimulus. As an example, no
floating instructions will be generated if the F mode is
not supported. Another example is that back to back
branch instruction generation-weight will be lower if
branch prediction is not supported. At the unit level,
stimulus will be provided to the RVEXE unit or L2 unit.
Examples are integer instructions for the RVEXE unit,
and L2 DCache interaction for the L2 unit.
The core complex unit stimulus will include Cache
Coherency, and Virtual Memory and Protection
handling. Finally at the SoC-level interrupt handling,
reset, and Low Power features will be tested.

Instruction-Based Stimulus
Instruction-based stimulus comes from a RISC-V
instruction stream generator, constrained by both

Transaction-Based Stimulus
Transaction-based stimulus used in
the L2 and Core is constrained by both
architectural and micro-architectural
constraints. It is generated by UVMStyle sequencers, which subsequently
call sequences. Additionally,
transaction-based stimulus can also
come from directed tests. Examples
are L2-I/D Cache interactions, L2Memory interaction, and L2-Error
Handling.

CHECKERS
Reference Model-Based Checkers
The following reference-model checkers are needed.
They will be generated from the configuration file.
As an example, the L2 cache size and associativity will
determine the L2 behavioral model, and subsequent
checker. Also, the branch prediction checker can be
customized based on the RAS availability.
1. Pipeline Checker
2. Branch Prediction Checker
3. L2 Checker
At the unit-level, for the RVEXE unit the following
reference-model based checkers will be needed:
Pipeline Checker – The reference model for this
checker will be the ISS. A pipeline monitor from the
RTL will extract PC update, and Register updates at
instruction commit. These values will be checked
against the output of the ISS.
Branch Prediction Checker – To accurately verify
branch prediction, a reference model will be built
to model the branch prediction structures (BTB,
BHT, RAS).
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For the L2 unit, the following reference model
checker will be needed:
L2 Checker – To accurately verify the L2, a L2
behavioral model will be built. The output
of this checker will be checked against the RTL
at a transaction granularity.
These reference model checkers will be portable
to the core complex and SoC level.

Assertion Checkers
Two kinds of assertion checks will be needed,
these are low-level assertion checks, and high-level
assertion checks. All these assertion checks will be
portable for all three hierarchical levels, unit, core,
and SoC.
Low-level assertions are written at the unit-level for
the RVEXE, and L2 and are internal to the module. It
is highly recommended that the RTL writer creates
these assertions in conjunction with the RTL.
Examples of low-level assertions are:
• Request-Grant: A request is granted
within a certain number of cycles.
• One-Hot: The output of a signal is always one-hot.
• Mutually-Exclusive: Read and Write
are mutually exclusive.
High-level assertion checks can be written using lowlevel assertion checks, and it is recommended that
the verification engineer write these checks. Areas
where high-level assertion checks are recommended
are:
Interface Checks – Checking the interface between
the various components of a SoC. As an example, the
interface between the L2 and the RVEXE.
Cache Coherence Protocol Checks – The cache
coherence protocol can be verified by providing
a high-level SVA-based checker to check the
finite-state machine. In some cases developing
a reference model can also check coherence.
Bus Transactions – Checking that the bus or the
interconnect, handled all requests, and handled them
in order with the right priority.
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All assertion-based checkers should be written in
SystemVerilog, to be fully compatible with UVM. All
assertions can be input into a formal verification tool
for static formal verification.

PRE-LOADERS/INJECTORS
Cache/Array Loaders
The cache pre-loaders will be generated based on
a specific implementation configuration (cache size,
associativity) provided in the configuration file. The
cache loaders will be needed to preload the level
one and level two caches during reset. This is to
prevent running through the entire boot sequence.
Additionally, cache preloading is required to get the
cache initialized to a certain state to verify interesting
scenarios (cache coherence) in an accelerated
fashion.
The array pre-loaders will be generated based on
a specific implementation configuration (BTB size)
provided in the configuration file. The array loaders
will have the ability to preload array structures in the
design, like the BHT. The primary use for array preloaders will be to be verify hard to test features in an
accelerated fashion.

Injectors
Injectors can be used in all three levels of hierarchical
testbenches. These injectors will be generated
based on the configuration file. For example, for ECC
supported memory single bit errors, and double bit
errors can be injected. Three categories of injectors
will be needed:
Interrupt Injection – To test both local and global
interrupts, the interrupt injector will inject an interrupt
as a request.
Error Injection – To test the reliability features in the
design like ECC the error injector will be needed to
inject single or double bit errors.
Event Injector – Debug requests, and other
interesting events will be injected by the event
injection mechanism.
All injectors will be portable in all hierarchical levels,
and configurable via the configuration file.

COVERAGE
Coverage-Based Methodology
At each level of the hierarchy unit, core, or SoC
a coverage-based methodology will be used.
Coverage categories are listed below:
• Machine-Generated Code Coverage: Line, Code,
Toggle, Expression.
• Functional Internal: Internal coverage objects.
• Functional Interface: Interface coverage objects.
Functional coverage objects are generated from
a test plan. Also, functional coverage objects will
leverage assertions both low-level, and high-level.

CONCLUSION

This article shows hierarchical and configurable
verification strategy for RISC-V based SoCs.
A three-level hierarchy is proposed for
testbenches. The three levels are:
1. Unit
2. Core
3. SoC
Each level of the hierarchical testbench is
configurable for both architectural and microarchitectural parameters. The generation of the
specific configurable testbench is automated based
on a configuration file.
This article also lists the areas under test,
and stimulus and checkers needed.
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